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Abstract: 

It is introduced the wheel quality state in china high speed railway (CRH), analyzed the flaws character in the 

rim of CRH railway wheel and the limitation of common ultrasonic testing method from the tread of wheel in 

this paper. The principle and performance of the Lateral deflection technology in phased array probe are 

analyzed and a new ultrasonic testing method from the inner side of wheel rim is designed, which complements 

to the wheel tread side and realizes the volume testing in the rim. Some simulation results by CIVA software 

show its performance. In our experiments, some artificial defects on the wheel rim block and natural flaws in 

the real wheel rim are used to test the performance of Lateral deflection probe. The whole results prove that the 

Lateral probe inspection technology of from inner side of wheel rim can test the all different directional defects 

in the rim, and can been applied successfully in our LU series mobile wheel ultrasonic inspection system (LU 

system) with stable coupling state, full testing range in rim and high probability of detection (POD).  
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1 Introduction 

The speed is up to 395km/h in the Wu-Guang Passenger Dedicated Lines since the CRH trains start to service 

in china in 2007, the high speed train needs more strict ways to keep the train safety than before, especially in 

the wheel-set’s safety. The DB in Germany requires the whole wheel-set inspection regularly. In China, the 

MOR also requires the regular wheel-set ultrasonic inspection by the Auto-ultrasonic inspection system [1], the 

wheel-set in service every 200,000km and the wheel-set disassembled every 1.2 million km. 

For the wheel-set in serviced in the train, the ultrasonic testing technological procedure requires the ultrasonic 

beam can cover the wheel rim and disk area when the probes locate easily at the wheel tread surface. It can 

release to detect the circumferential and axle orientation defect but with 5mm depth blind area in the wheel 

tread surface. Some system uses the big angle probe on the wheel tread surface can overcome this blind area, 

but the beam coverage ability is limited by single probe. If there are the spalling defects on the tread, it will 

damage the probe easily in the dynamic inspection procedure and cause the bad coupling for the ultrasonic 

beam propagation.  

The report [2] introduce their method of using the angle 45 degree probes from the inner side of wheel rim to 

testing the wheel chamfer, but it cannot test the wheel tread area and compensate the tread probes’ blind area.  

In this paper, it will introduce the phased array (PA) ultrasonic technology designed by Lateral deflection mode 

from the inner side of wheel rim, which can realize to test the whole wheel tread and chamfer area. It can be 

used as an important testing way to compensate the probes at the wheel tread, which is with the merits of wide 

beam coverage, high efficient and reliability for the wheel set by the PA Lateral deflection mode.  
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2 The wheel rim defects [3] and testing method 

The CRH wheel-set with the disk brake system, is with high fatigue stress under the wheel tread 5~45mm [3] 

caused by the wheel-rail rolling contact. The fatigue crack sources in that area which always is the critical 

defect and extent to the big rim crack(figure 1), is caused the deadly danger for the CRH train’s safety. The 

wheel rim is divided into six parts in the report [1], as the figure 2, then each parts of wheel rim is tested by the 

different ultrasonic beam from the tread and inner side of rim.  

         

Fig.1 big rim crack(Spalling)    Fig.2 the inspection scheme  

Most wheel ultrasonic system use the Longitudinal wave(L-wave generated by TR probe) to test the 

circumferential defects in the wheel rim and the big angle transverse wave(T-wave generated by the big angle 

probe) to test the spalling defect in the tread, as the figure 3. But the limited number of probes always causes 

the ultrasonic beam blind area, the spalling defect also makes the coupling worse and obstructs the ultrasonic 

beam transmission.  

   

Fig.3 wheel rim inspection method by the TR probe and big angle probe. 

The report [2] introduce their method of using the angle 45 degree probes in the inner side of wheel rim to 

testing the wheel chamfer, but it cannot testing the wheel tread area and compensate the tread probes’ blind 

area.  

3 The wheel rim defect inspection by the PA Lateral method. 

3.1 The PA Lateral deflection [4]  

The Linear phased array probes are the most commonly used for industrial applications. There are two typical 

deflections: Azimuthal deflection and Lateral deflection. Azimuthal deflection is defined as beam sweeping 

along the wedge length in the xz plane, or active aperture (the passive aperture is parallel with the wedge width). 

Azimuthal or sectorial scans are typically called “S-scans”, and are frequently used for evaluation of defect 

heght and length (probe scan) for different applications. Another important is Lateral deflection, which is 

defined as beam sweeping along the wedge width in the active yz plane (the passive aperture is parallel with the 

wedge length). The deflection is performed at a constant wedge refracted angle. This setup is most used for 

length and height measurement of small defects or for confirmation and defect evaluation, showing in figure4 

and figure 5. 
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Fig.4 Example of sectorial deflection      Fig.5 Example of Lateral deflection 

3.2 Lateral deflection simulation 

According to the OlympusNDT’s phased array probe catalog [7], some typical probe’s Lateral deflection 

performances are simulated by the CIVA software. The linear probes’ parameter showed in the table 1:  

Table1 the parameter of linear probe 

Probe No. Frequency Elements Pitch mm Active Aperture Elevation

5L16 5.0MHz 16 0.6 9.6 10 

2.25L16 2.25MHz 16 0.75 12 24 

Figure 6, some simulation results are showed with the different frequency and element size. Comparing to the 

12dB beam size, defect response sensitivity, the 5L16 probes is chose to test the 1mmFBH in the 200mm 

length for the wheel rim. 

  

Fig. 6, 0 degree -6dB beam size       

3.3 Experiment  

(1) Testing the artificial defects on the designed block 

The designed block with different range of 1mm FBH is used to test the different angle beam by the Lateral 

deflection. As the figure 7, to get the 80% echo wave for different distance and angle beam, so it is demand to 

calibrate the different angle beam. The ultrasonic sensitivity decreases while the beam’s angle increases, so 

more gain is needed to calibrate it. 
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 (2) Testing the fatigue defect on the wheel tread 

As the figure 8 showing, to put the PA probe at the inner side surface of wheel rim, the top view shows the 

ultrasonic beam transmit into the wheel rim at 45o, in the plane of incident, beam can skew from -20o to 20o, 

then can cover the whole wheel rim region, for example the tread, chamfer, the Intersection area between rim 

and disk. Two typical wheels are used to test and evaluate the performance, one is the artificial defects in the 

Fig. 7, the angle beam calibration by 

lateral deflection 

Fig. 8, PA Lateral probe inspection the wheel rim 
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tread and chamfer, and another is nature fatigue defect on the locomotive wheel tread. 

In those wheels with defects, more than ten artificial defects with different size are distributed in the important 

area of wheel rim. The result from the test shows that the PA Lateral probe can inspect all artificial defects in 

the rim region. 

The figure 9 shows an artificial defect A on the tread as the Moire-like thermal cracking and the result. 

   

Fig. 9, the Moire-like thermal crack on the tread 

The figure 10 shows a natural fatigue defect B with 20mm30mm3mm size in the locomotive wheel tread. It’s 

difficult to detect from the tread surface because of the worse coupling status. But it can be inspected from the 

inner surface of the wheel rim by the PA probe. The inspection result is showed in the B-scan and S-scan in 

figure 10. 

   

Fig.10, the natural defect in the tread surface and inspection data 

4 Application in CRH wheel ultrasonic inspection 

The PA probe with Lateral deflection mode is applied in the LU series mobile automatic ultrasonic inspection 

system for railway wheel-set (LU) in China. LU system, as showing in the figure 11, is located in the 

maintenance line at the CRH maintenance center or application depot, can move along the maintenance line, 

and automatically inspect the wheel-set under the CRH train in service. The figure 12 show a typical defect 

with 1mm7mm in the wheel tread, figure 13 shows the inspection B-scan data by the PA probe Lateral 

deflection mode from the inner side surface of wheel rim.  

LU system release the volume inspection for the wheel rim by the probes at the tread and inner side of rim, then 

the 3D image for the rim defects can be generated by the post-processing.  

  

Fig.12 LU system                Fig. 13 the gouge defect on the tread 
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Fig. 14 the echo wave from the gouge defect by the Lateral probe 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, it has shown that the PA Lateral deflection technology，shown the result of design and calibration. 

Some evaluation results by the artificial defects and nature fatigue defect on the wheel rim also have been 

shown. All those results have proven that the PA lateral deflection technology can realize an important 

compensation testing way to the tread probes.  

However there are still some shortages for the Lateral deflection in the wheel testing, (1) the inspection result is 

high sensitivity in the defect orientation because of the 45 degree incident plane, especial for the axle direction 

defect on the tread. (2) It has low ultrasonic sensitivity for the inner defect in the wheel rim. So it is very clear 

that the PA Lateral probe’s result can compensate the tread probe in the automatic wheel inspection system, and 

the final conclusion should be decided by the tread probes. 

It also clear that Lateral deflection mode can provide the more useful defect information to the finally evaluate 

the wheel quality. The future work will be carry out in the post-processing on the defect image, to get the 3D 

defect image, and then make it easily to evaluate the wheel quality.  
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